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Explanation Of Meeting Purpose and Staff Introductions
Neil L. Drucker: We are here tonight on the hearing of the Griffith Park, Crystal Springs New Baseball
Project. Again, my name is Neil Drucker, Project Manager Bureau of Engineering’s Recreational &
Cultural Facilities Program. We manage the design and construction of the Prop K program project. I
would like to start out by having my city staff introduce themselves starting with Maria.
Maria E. Martin: Good evening. My name is Maria Martin and I am managing the preparation of the
environmental impact report.
Neil L. Drucker: I know we have a number of City staff located throughout the auditorium and If they
want to identify themselves acknowledge that they are here I would appreciate it. I know there are a
number of them in the back. Laura?
(City staff members identify themselves by giving their name, titles and office reference.)
Thanks again and welcome!. The purpose of tonight’s meeting the public and before we get started I just
want to let you know we do have a court reporter so that everything will be recorded and transcribed
and the actual transcription will be part of the final EIR which we will be preparing. We will be talking
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specifically about the EIR in a while. But just want to let everyone know that whatever is said is pubic
record this evening.

PRESENTATION OF GRIFFITH PARK CRYSTAL SPRINGS PROJECT
Tonight we are going to explain the project to you and the alternative we are looking at explain the
CEQA (California Environmental Quality Act) and we will be talking a lot about that this evening. To
summarize the findings of the DIER and receive public comments on the DIER and we will be talking
about that momentarily as well. And, then finally, to talk about the production and timing of the final
EIR.
Ok. Now let’s get into the actual project. I work for the Bureau Of Engineering we manage a program
called Prop K LA For Kids and Prop K LA For Kids is an assessment act for those of you that live in the
corporate boundaries of the city of LA you will see on your property taxes assessment twice a year
something that says LA landscaping and Act 96‐1 act, that’s us. If you live in a single family home you
are probably paying about twenty five dollars a year to thirty dollars a year for this assessment. It’s a
thirty year program we are currently in year seventeen, so we have a little ways to go. And the entire
program is to create parks, renovate existing parks, acquire new parks expand existing parks, as well as
it has a competitive component that we will be talking about since this is one of our competitive
projects. We also are able to give money to not only city projects through Department of Recreation and
Parks, Cultural Affairs, Community Development, departments in other city departments that do
recreational programing for the city, but also to other agencies such as LA Unified School District, Santa
Monica Mountains Conservancies and similar agencies that do Recreation and Parks sites projects within
the city boundaries as well as non‐profit organizations. So the money goes a long way.
This project was applied for by the Department of Recreation and Parks and was approved through a
series of processes. They had to submit a proposal it was reviewed by city staff to make sure they dotted
their I’s and crossed their T’s and did everything they needed to do to be eligible. Once it came through
that process we set up scoring teams which were made up of outside agency people, non‐profit folks
who have not applied for Prop K in the past as well as certain senior departments that were experts in
recreation such as Planning Department staff but have no vested interest in any of their projects,
because the Planning Department is not one of the applicants. They then scored all the applications. The
ones that made it through that process then went through what is called the LA for Kids steering
committee which is made up of various city officials. But basically the CAO, which is City Administrative
Office, CLA Chief Legislative Analyst and finally a representative of the Mayor’s office. They basically
decided, as a first flush which projects to fund and how much to fund them for. The next step is that list
is then sent to the public once again and we have in Prop K what’s called RVNOC Regional Voluntary
Neighborhood Oversight Committees there’s three of those, one for the valley, one for the southern and
one for the central region of the city. RVNOC’s are made up of appointees from each of the council
districts that lie within those three regions. And they look at all the projects and they again decide which
ones they think should be funded in that year and how much they should be funded for. Once a project
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makes it through that process it then goes back to the LA for Kids Steering committee for their finally
approval, Arts Parks Committee of City Council , Budget and Finance Committee of City Council and
finally full City Council for approval.
This project Crystal Springs Baseball Field Project was approved by City Council ultimately and allocated
a competitive grant in the amount of 500, 000. The specifics of the grant are to construct two new
youth ball fields as a day use facility. The application was specifically for Griffith Park so at least under
this current funding the fields would have to be located somewhere within the official boundaries of
Griffith Park
Just to let everyone know this is I think our fifth or six meeting on this project just since it was approved
by City Council. There were at least four meetings, five actually six meetings before they said there were
the three the RVNOC meeting, city council, council committee another council committee and the
steering committee, so we’ve had a number of meetings.
Prop K in addition to the of the RVNOC process once a project becomes a project requires that it has its
own community process which is called the LVNOC (Local volunteer Neighborhood Oversight
Committee) we had three LVNOC meetings over the course of a six month period. At the end of those
meetings and they were opened to the public as well as the LVNOC members. At the end of those
meetings the LVNOC actually recommended layout number one and
So this is layout number one and this is the one that was recommended by the LVNOC. Just a couple of
things under this proposal as you see both fields would be located next to each other. We would use in
effect the existing parking. We would have to make some modifications. As you can see on both fields,
there’s a hammerhead. So we would lose some of the overall driveway. But we would be able to make
that up by reallocating the parking a little bit. So the restrooms are located. Generally in this area there
is a restroom building. We would have to do some upgrades to those restrooms to bring them to full
ADA compliance, but that would be part of the project. So this is what we call the proposed project or
layout 1A.
Under this layout there are basically, as I said, two fields located on the north side. The northern picnic
area would remain. We would have to relocate seven picnic tables. As I said the driveway circulation we
would have to make some changes to create a hammer head or turnaround. We would lose five parking
spaces as you can see under the current design. Equestrian trails... The impact on equestrian trails
would be that one field is about within ten feet of the trail the outfield fence so that is a potential
impact.
In terms of trees, up to forty‐nine trees are affected. Thirty‐three trees would be removed or replaced.
Twelve would be relocated or replaced. Four trees may be affected by construction.
We do have a California live oak and a large sycamore tree. California live oak would remain. The
sycamore tree would be removed. Any trees that are existing that have less than a 5” diameter trunk
would be generally able to be relocated.
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Now we are going to our next alternative. Alternative 1B and what this does. The basic changes. It
moves one of the fields to the opposite side of the, actually of the driveway. It is still part of the Crystal
Springs driveway. Basically you have one field on each side. One on the south side, and one more on
the northerly side.
The driveway that separates the field is not being relocated at all that would be existing that would stay
the same as it is currently generally. However, the entire south picnic area would have to be relocated
that would affect about 56 picnic tables and those would have to be relocated. As I said, no real change
to the driveway circulation parking. As far as the equestrian trail again, one of the two fields would be
about ten feet from the equestrian trail and this would require removal of about sixty‐eight trees which
would be renewed could be replaced. There are a number of less mature trees on the south side and in
this case there is no impact at all to the fifty‐two inch sycamore tree.
The next slide shows what we call alternative two...and most of you saw that on the poster boards
outside. in this case we will move to a completely different location In Griffith Park which is the North
Atwater Park.
It would still construct the same two fields. In this case there is one existing field that is located there we
would replace that one field with two fields. There are concerns because we are adjacent to a residential
area. Concerns include noise traffic and parking. Obviously we have some concerns with regarding slight
access and parking there is less public parking available as well as most of the access to the residential
streets. That is obviously a concern that we would have to fully address.
In this case the picnic areas there would be some impact that we would fully mitigate by providing
additional picnic tables. There is an equestrian trail about twenty‐five feet away from the closest field
and approximately twenty‐six trees will be removed and replaced under this alternative.
Changes in recreational use: So in case of the proposed project at Crystal springs we would ultimately
have to remove one volleyball court the alternative 1B which is the one I showed you that had the fields
on the two sides of the driveway. We’d have to relocated the picnic tables.
Alternative two at North Atwater: We would remove softball field, volleyball court, and basketball court
and replaced them with the two baseball fields.
CEQA goals and then I am going to turn the MIC over to Maria.
Basically the process, as I said earlier, the CEQA (California Environmental Quality Act), processes and
goals to maintain the quality of the environment. To dispose of potentially significantly environmental
effects of the proposed project. To identify ways to reduce the impact such as mitigate measures or as
we have done looking at alternatives. And most important and why you are all here tonight is to
encourage public participation.
In a little while we will be giving you an opportunity to come to the MIC and state your concerns. Thank
you.
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Presentation of Griffith Park Crystal Springs Project (cont.):
Maria E. Martin: I am going to try to go through this as quickly as possible. As most of you know we
started the CEQA process with a Notice of Preparation and an Initial Study with a Notice of Preparation
published back in Jan of this year. Then we had a public meeting in Jan as well. That was Jan 24th. We
had an EIR Scoping meeting. After the scoping meeting we continued with the publication of draft EIR.
The draft EIR was published before Oct 31st. The current period will end Dec 17. We are right in the
middle of a time period. 45 day public review period. So you have until Dec 17th to submit your
comments to me. After the close of the current period we will prepare the final EIR that will include your
comments and response to your comments. After the EIR is ready for consideration and approval there
will be hearings to approve the project and certify finalize the current EIR.
1. Aesthetics, air quality, cultural resources, gas emissions, noise, transportation, traffic. The EIR
found the impacts that could be mitigated. They could be mitigated by the use of an
Archeological Monitor. The findings also indicated that there was no impact to the character
defining historical features that required mitigation.
2. The findings also indicated that there could be mitigated to significant levels during construction
and also during operation by relocating the children’s play area prior to operation. And this is for
the proposed project which is Crystal Springs North 1A.
3. EIR also found that there were unavoidable significant impacts to the area of aesthetics and this
was largely because of response of sensitive quality changes due to the loss of trees. As you
know this is a unique site.
4. There were also impacts to biological resources due to the loss of trees. Although the
replacement plans were going to be assigned according to city policy. So that the e project
complies with the applicable tree replacement policies
Standards of the Bureau of Engineering procedures would incorporate those requirements into the
development and construction documents for the project including architectural plans and
specifications. However, given the unique concerns that have been raised regarding the disability for the
satisfaction of Recreation and Parks and the city policies including the tree replacements. As I have
indicated. The detail design plans have not yet been prepared so we cannot guarantee that it will be
done to their satisfaction. Therefore the draft EIR assumes a significant environmental impact due to the
loss of protected trees.
As I indicated earlier the public funds must be received by Dec 17, 2013. Then we will proceed with the
preparation of the final EIR. For this particular project the Board of Recreation and Parks has the
authority to adopt, actually to certify that EIR into improvement project
At that point during those hearings there will be opportunity for public comment as well.
As we all indicated the main purpose of tonight’s meeting is to hear from you, to hear your comments
specifically on that draft EIR report. What we’re going to do. We have a large interest on people to
speak and we are going to have to limit speaker time to one minute. However please, please note that
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what you have submitted here will be included into the EIR. I do appreciate the fact that you all have
made time to be here however, please understand that we do have to be out of this room at a
reasonable time. Because of that we are going to limit the comments to one minute.
What I am going to be doing is I am going to be calling speakers and I would appreciate it if people could
line up in that area. I don’t know if you can see the microphone, but the microphone is at the bottom of
those steps. If you have any problem getting to that area through that you can use the ramp over here
and go through the front. But it would be ok to come through that door. But, if you can make your way
down to the speaker microphone we would appreciate that.
Introduction of Councilman Tom Labonge:
Neil L. Drucker: Just briefly, before we start the public comment period, Councilman, Tom Labonge is
obviously the councilman of the 4th District, and councilman of this district has just arrived and would
really just like to say a few words.
Councilman Tom Labonge Addresses Meeting
Councilman, Tom Labonge: Partly cloudy tonight light drizzle here in Griffith Park. The rains finally come
Good evening everybody I don’t think there is a person here who doesn’t like Griffith Park. And I was
born and raised in this neighborhood. I am very proud of Griffith Park. The advocacy for the park and,
the beauty of the park.
As a child I came from a family of seven brothers. My older brothers played in Griffith Park and the
freeways came in the mid‐fifties it was removed. There were other sports fields in the park. One was
Commonwealth canyon Right inside the gate essentially where the yard is right now that was removed
also another field right up at Vermont boy scout world that was removed over the course of time.
Over the course of this effort when I got elected the first thing I wanted to do, the first thing I wanted to
do was buy as much land as possible. And, thanks to all of you and others in the county and state I was
able to buy 138 acres of Cauenga Peak. That expanded to wild life area to the west of the Hollywood
Sign. As time marched on that was my biggest, biggest, biggest goal. In addition, we have 150 plus acres
coming from wild life area adjacent to Forest lawn on the west.
I only got one thank you note so far it was from (not heard clearly) it was a p22 he said thanks for.. So it
was very positive. With that being said, over the course of time I go through alternatives one of the
things to start was to look at Toyon Canyon I took some of the community advocacy especially with the
Sierra Club several years ago and we decided not to go there. I was following a lead that Glendale had
where they took their reclaimed land and made sports fields. I was following the lead that Elysian park
did by taking Bishop Canyon and turning it into a sports field. I listen to advocates who are Sierra Club
open space people and said Ok let’s go to Crystal Springs. In that period of time which seemed just to
move so quickly we had the fire in 2007 much of my focus was taken off this effort to build these fields.
But, the focus was then on the rehabilitation of the park. As that has transpired naturally and with the
help of many, this has come around.
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I absolutely strongly support this addition to Griffith Park in the area for recreation for boys and girls and
young adults and others. I looked at Pope Field and I remember Pope Field was an over field.
For those who remember the movie “Mash” in ‘68 ‘69 that’s when they had the big football season.
There was no baseball outfield when I worked with late great John Ferraro. With the money that City
College put up they created a class A diamond. Now it’s a class A Diamond. I could easily put that class A
Diamond and put it into four... fields, but the Park Department wants to have a class A field for adults
and others to play a closed field.
So this two field addition will be a complement to all of sport in this area. And in that saying I want
young people, I see there are some young people here this evening and I hope you did your homework
tonight so that you could attend this public meeting. How many kids this is your first public meeting
raise your hands. Alright that’s good. Good job! That being said, as we move forward we do have a club
house in existence.
Because of the concern of the last fifty periods….I have suggestions here which I will be passing around.
which shows the potential possibility of additional, additional, additional picnic area.
I do want to say years ago I rejected I as a councilman rejected the basin that is now known as the
Headworks where DWP is well on the way in building Silver Lake Replacement Project. I thought that
would be overwhelming if we tried to get in there because of the sensitivity to Memorial park both Mt
Sinai And Forest Lawn.
But in addition to that as I look at the area for picnic zones that could be replaced in there, there’s some
spots there’s one more map. We’ll pass these around. We looking at areas right now that we could look
for more picnic zones that would help and enhance our community. Right now I would propose that
there’s twenty or twenty‐five dumpsters in Western Canyon. You know where they are Jerry? Let’s
move those dumpsters and put in picnic tables there to replace this.
Let’s look at the upper roads of the old Zoo that is not a road anymore right above the parking lot in
(*)(not clear). canyon that is not anymore. Above the parking lot(*)(not clear)..canyon
Let’s look at that Michael let’s look at that Michael John Phillips for picnic areas there let’s put more
picnic zones in the east part of Crystal Springs
Let’s look at some picnic zones for those who hike in the park right above some Fifth and Del (*)(not
clear) not far from the tank in that mesa area. Let’s look at areas for picnic zones, not many five tables
maybe on the mesa right
On the Mt Hollywood hiking trail right above Mt Hollywood drive let’s look at more picnic tables and
vistas in Toyon
Let’s keep it natural but let’s have places where people can hike to places like Dante View and other
gardens that are in the park.
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And also what DWP has done. Not only along the equestrian trails there is west of the Cahuenga Peak
area but also the Headworks area for wild life the work that they’re doing there. For those that are
interested you can just pass this around. And also, I’ve got another one Neil before we go too far away.
Thank you very much.
We didn’t reject these things that are there so you can see that we rejected and this is the best spot to
be there. I appreciate everybody’s involvement in this year. I hope you can hear all the public
comments so we can make the right decisions as we go forward. I want to thank everybody for their
involvement. Especially thank the young people. I think that it is important that the park is both natural
as well as active.
I hike every day in the park I hike every day in the park when I was their age the fields weren’t there. I
played in Lemon Grove Park. Bellevue wasn’t even around then when the old Hollywood Reservoir,
which was where Bellevue Park was a landfill a city trash, it covered over it and made it a Bellevue Park.
Ten years later we developed the end of the freeway.
These two fields will complement our park and the activity for all. Additional field I think Recreation and
Parks who is here from you need to put more picnic benches.
Have we replaced the ones at Travel Town yet? (voice from audience “Working on it”)We’ve gotta get
them done cause it is where families…Stick together. Thank you very much and look forward to the
comments of everyone. Thank you everyone.
(End of address by Councilman Labonge)

BEGINNING OF PUBLIC COMMENTS BY COMMUNITY PRESENT AT MEETING:
Maria E. Martin: Ok once again what I’m going to do is I’m going to be calling five of you at a time. Will
you please line up behind the microphone on that side I would appreciate it. And, once again if anyone
needs to come down through the ramp, the ramp is on this side. Also, I just want to let you know that I
did receive a few comment cards that do not indicate whether you want to speak or not. I will call your
name and you can just say I do wish to speak or I do not wish to speak. I just need clarification because I
do have a few cards that do not indicate either way. For instance, the first card I have, Once again, I
apologize if I mispronounce your name. We can correct it once you get to the microphone, so in advance
forgive me if I mispronounce your name. The first card is from Robert Torres. You Did not indicate if you
wish to speak or not. Is Robert here? Then I have Curt McCartney. If you could please make your way to
the podium I would appreciate it. Then I have Nina Sorkin who did not indicate whether she wishes to
speak or not (replies Yes from the audience). OK then I have Freda and Ryan Ganienian. Please
remember that we need to keep your comments to one minute. We go will ahead and let you know
when your time is up. And also remember that your comments that you have already submitted in
writing will be included in the record, and you can also submit your comments to me in writing at the
address that is provided here or email. I understand that this is limited but we do need to keep this to
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one minute. Please when you approach the microphone state your first and last name again for the
record so that our transcriber can capture your first and last name. Thank you.
Kurt McCartney‐Yes I am speaking, actually against this current site. I am glad to see the little leaguers
here because like you when I was your age and it’s very close by I played Little League and Pony League
just like Tom did. Tom and I grew up together. However, I‘m also a user of the park. And, hiking here
almost on a daily basis like Tom. It’s very apparent that a lot of us use the picnic tables and there are a
lot of Angelino families throughout LA who have no other place to go. As far as parkland to enjoy the
park. These picnic tables that would be displaced by Plan 1A or 1B Crystal Springs would impact them
greatly and over the years picnic tables have been removed. I understand that Tom is looking to add
them to various parts of the park. A lot of families don’t want to hike to a certain point. I’m with a hiking
group with the Sierra Club that do. But, a lot of folks want to drive up to an area and have a good time
on an afternoon. And, that’s why I propose an alternate site like for instance the soccer fields. Or the …
Maria E. Martin: Thank you for your comments.
Nina Sorkin‐Hello I’m Nina Sorkin I am a resident of this community for the past 47 years I am speaking
against the proposed Crystal Springs site. And basically I also want to correct something that was
recently written and sent out to me ledger. The Silver Lake neighborhood council did not support I
though it’s listed as being in support, I have provided documentation in terms of the minutes of the Feb
6 where the vote was against the project. I have also indicated the letters that I sent to Councilman,
Tom Labonge. As well as the Recreation and Park, talking about the fact that these fields are not in
keeping with the vision of Griffith Park. The plan. The One thing in terms of ..There are other alternative
sites…
North Atwater Park and Tommy Lasorda Field of Dreams (this extracted from Nina Sorkin comment
notes)
Maria E. Martin: I am so sorry, but you ran out time. Thank you for your comments. I know that you
submitted yours in writing and that will definitely be taken into consideration. Thank you.
Ryan Ganimian‐my name is Ryan Ganimian I’m a parent and coach of last couple of years at Silver Lake
Rec Center baseball. And, I’m pro these fields being built. And I’d like to comment. Oh talk about the
picnic table situation the draft EIR lifts language from the Griffith park draft vision plan currently under
review by Recs and Parks. This inclusion of certain passages from this draft is problematic because of the
many citations that affect it. For example:
“If more than one million people per year uses Griffith Park for picnics well if you loaded every
picnic table with 8 people365 days a year it still would not surpass one million people.”
Anyone who’s had a picnic in the park knows that during the week most of those tables are empty.
These numbers have no valid reference nor can be mathematically unattainable
It’s also long overdue that fields be brought back to the parks for our kids. Who have.. budget cuts
constantly for athletics. Thank you.
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Neil L. Drucker: I’m going to ask that in fairness to everyone that wants to speak that we not applause in
between any of our speakers…
Maria E. Martin: Thank you very much. Thank you for your comment
Freda Porfino‐My name is Freda Porfino and I live in the neighborhood and I use the park every day.
I oppose the fields because it is detrimental to the environment and the equestrian center. There is also
there has not been included any no safety nets for parking and flying balls. And all these different things.
Anyway I oppose it because of detrimental to traffic and a hassle... Thank you.
Maria E. Martin: Thank you. I am going to call out the next five speakers. Ronald Brusha Did not indicate
if he wanted to speak or not.
Ok Thank you. He indicated that he did not support the project. The next speaker is David Klar. Then I
have Carol Brucha. Carol checked both I wish to speak and I have provided my comments. Do you wish
to speak Carol? (Answers Yes) Ok go ahead if you want to. Then I have a Gerald Danson. (Dawson)
Dawson. I’m sorry thank you. Mr. Klar go ahead and get started.
David Klar‐ my name is David Klar I have been a resident of Los Feliz for over twenty years. I love Griffith
Park. I oppose two fields coming in. I would like to see one. I think kids do need a place to play. I think
that two fields would crowd out the picnickers and I think it would have a heavy environmental impact.
But, one field I think would be enough so that some of the kids would be able to play and it would
alleviate a lot of the pressures that kids find when they can’t find fields to play. And they do need to play
on fields, but
It’s a precious area and I don’t want it to turn into a pure baseball complex.
Maria E. Martin: Thank you. Next speaker please
Carol Brusha‐Carol Brusha I just wanted to say I support ball fields in North Atwater Park and oppose the
destruction of the beautiful Crystal Springs picnic area which serves more citizens ofla County. Thank
you.
Carol Brusha‐Comment Card ‐Organization: Friends of Griffith Park‐I support the project at Option 3. I
do not support this project at Option 1A&1B. Atwater Park is the best solution. Crystal Springs is a
historic area that families out to enjoy the green space on weekends. It should not be destroyed. There
are other options
Ronald Brusha‐Comment Card submitted by Ronald Brusha – Not in support of the project. This project
will not serve the public in the most effective way that Griffith Park is able to.
Maria E. Martin: Thank you. Next speaker please.
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Gerard Dawson‐Hello I’m Gerard Dawson I am from Silver Lake. I am a hiker and back packer. But, also
the father of a baseball player. And baseball teaches respect, cooperation and perseverance. It builds
citizenship
There is a lot a discussion about heritage trees but our heritage really is sitting right up here. In this row
and scatter throughout here. So I support the fields. I would like to see them built before my son has
children of his own.
Gerard Dawson‐Comment Card‐no further comments.
Maria E. Martin: Thank you. The next speakers I believe its George Abrahams,
Al Moggi, Sergio Lombarri, Brandon Hoffman. Please go ahead and proceed.
George Abrahams‐George Abrahams, Beachwood Canyon Neighborhood Association. If you want to talk
about what builds character in children, well then you should consider that you don’t achieve what you
want by destroying something that someone else loves. The DEIR is inadequate because it does not
consider a reasonable range of alternatives. The best and highest use of crystal springs is the picnic area.
If they build a baseball field in another area that is undeveloped or under developed, you have actually
created a net positive. If you destroy a higher use for a lessor use you have created a net negative. So I
oppose crystal springs as a baseball field and wish to retain the picnic area that is there and find another
place to build the fields. Thank you.
Maria E. Martin: Thank you.

*The entry on next two pages is submitted by George Abrahams as part of the public record.
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Brendan Huffman‐Hello I am Brendan Huffman I am the president of Toluca baseball. We are a league
of 700 kids boys and girls in spring and 340 in fall.
We are beyond capacity. We are turning away dozens of kids every fall and every spring cause we don’t
have enough fields. I grew up LA, I am a third generation Angelino there are fewer baseball fields
available now than there were in the 70’s but the population of LA has doubled. We have not been able
to keep pace with the population growth especially for children. Need a safe environment to play sports
that build character and teach so many of life lessons. So Toluca Baseball is in strong support of
construction of these two fields at Crystal Springs. Thank you.
Maria E. Martin: Thank you
Al Moggia‐Comment Card‐Crystal is not the proper location to locate 2 new ball fields. Crystal Springs
cannot support the heavily used picnics, Pote Field, and bicycles using the circular drive around Crystal
Springs
Al Moggia‐My name is Al Moggia I’m a long time resident of Silver Lake and long‐time user of Griffith
Park. Our families had picnics in Crystal Springs, going back many years. Myself and my brothers used
Crystal Springs in the 50’s for airplane, model airplanes field. I cannot support locating two baseball
fields in Crystal Springs, I cannot support the baseball fields, in condition not only is the two fields do we
have Pote Field two baseball fields. I cannot support that function in Crystal Springs by not distraction
from its primary function of a picnic area. A unique setting of aesthetics will be lost by placing those two
fields in the most aesthetic location in Crystal Springs. Crystal Springs does not belong to the Los Feliz
Neighborhood Council, Silver Lake Neighborhood Council, or any other neighborhood council…
Maria E. Martin: Thank you. Your time has run out. We appreciate your comments. Thank you sir…
Thank you sir.
Sergio Lombarri‐Comment Card‐ I support this project Option 1B. I do not support Option 1A & 3
Atwater Village Neighborhood Council.
Sergio Lombarri‐Hello my name is Sergio Lombarri A member of the Atwater Village Neighborhood
Council special interest representative and a 50 year resident of Atwater Village. We oppose building a
ball at North Atwater Park. You have the three options, 1A & 1B at crystal springs. Crystal springs in
Griffith Park can accommodate high volume traffic and extensive dedicated bicycle system has
pedestrian access and MTA stop at the entrance of Crystal Springs. Ranger and visitor station at the
entrance of Crystal Springs. Ranger dispatch group orders adjacent to ball fields for security multiple
restroom facilities. Ease of access to other group and park attractions. No residential neighborhood
issues and it can accommodate anticipated parking requirements. North Atwater Park has very limited
access, no dedicated bicycle lane lack of sidewalks to the park for security. A single antiquated restroom
is located within the residential neighborhood and, suffers from insufficient parking. North Atwater Park
does not have the sidewalks that lead to the park cannot handle the high volume traffic. Does not have
sufficient parking nor has plans for expansion according to the Draft EIR…
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Maria E. Martin: Thank you for your comments.
The next four speakers will be Carol Henning; carol did not indicate…Yes. Ok. Then we have Maude
Lewis, Does not indicate if she wants to speak or not. Marian Dodge, Marian Dodge Linnaea Dawson,
Linda Rappaport. If you could please line up? You may start please.
Carol Henning‐Shall I start?
Maria E. Martin: Yes, please go ahead and start…
Carol Henning‐Hi I’m Carol Henning. The draft EIR for the ball fields’ project says its’ objectives are
providing recreational programs based on the needs of the community, but what community is that?
What about the Community that consists of thousands of families who rely on and heavily use the
crystal springs picnic area and have done so for half a century? The EIR talks about high quality
affordable recreational programs for youth in the area especially at risk boys and girls. But crystal
springs already provides affordable passive recreation for families in the area. Many of them Latino,
most of them without back yards, many from underserved communities. These are the very people Col
Griffith was thinking of when he gave land to the city of LA as a place of respite for ordinary people.
Maria E. Martin: Thanks for your comments
Neil L. Drucker: Again, Please hold your applause.
(Someone from audience‐“we are in the land of the free, we can say anything.”)
Neil L. Drucker: Hold on please. Again this is a formal public hearing please treat this as a court
proceeding if you would and please give deference to the speaker. Thank you. (Same person from
audience “we like to hear everything”)
Maude Lewis‐Comment Card‐As a longtime Rancho resident and horse owner I strongly oppose the
location of this proposed ball field. The parks great value is in its natural tranquility. deers, hawks,
coyote. It would add dangerous impediment to that quality of natural beauty and to the horses’ natural
spaces.
Maude Lewis‐My name is Maude Lewis and I am a long time rancho resident in Burbank and I oppose
these baseball fields one because they’ll destroy an incredible special natural part of Griffith Park. I ride
there every weekend on my horse I don’t want baseballs flying by me ten feet away and there are rental
streams that go by there and it would create an incredibly dangerous situation to have those kinds of
accident situations possible. I see deer there I see coyote I see hawks there I see beautiful trees and it
make this city special to have access to that. These ball fields will really alter that and destroy it. Thank
you.
Maria E. Martin: Thank you. Next speaker please…
Marion Dodge‐Comment Card‐I urge you to support ball fields at North Atwater Park. It has many
advantages over the two Crystal Springs locations. There is already one diamond there which could be
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renovated at much less expense. There are fewer trees to be removed and they are non‐protected trees
and much smaller. The best reason for choosing North Atwater is that the kids live right there they can
walk to the diamond. It is only a few blocks from the Chevy Chase Rec Center which has many facilities
but no baseball diamond. Building a baseball at North Atwater that is affiliated with Chevy Chase would
make it a complete facility.
Councilman LaBonge has been talking about using the truck parking area in the Central Service Yard to
expand North Atwater Park. This would be a great opportunity to do that.
Marion Dodge‐Marion Dodge Friends of Griffith Park. I urge you to support ball fields at North Atwater
Park. It has many advantages over the two Crystal Springs locations. There is already one diamond there
which could be renovated at much less expense. There are fewer trees to be removed and they are non‐
protected trees and much smaller. The best reason for choosing N. Atwater is that the kids live right
there they can walk to the diamond. It is only a few blocks from the Chevy chase Rec Center which has
many facilities but no baseball diamond. Building a baseball at N. Atwater that is affiliated with Chevy
Chase would make it a complete facility.
Councilman LaBonge has been talking about use the truck parking area in the Central Service Yard to
expand N. Atwater Park. This would be a great opportunity to do that. Thank you.
Linn Dawson‐Comment Card‐We need more baseball fields in the neighborhood!
Linn Dawson‐my name is Linn Dawson I am a Silver Lake resident a park user and the mother of a
baseball player. I support the Crystal Springs baseball parks because we need more baseball fields for
our boys. As it is we have to drive all the way to Toluca Lake to play fall baseball and we need something
closer. Thank you.
Linda Rappaport‐Comment Card‐ Griffith Park is for the enjoyment of urban dwellers who wish to be
one with nature and have open spaces.
Linda Rappaport‐my Linda Rappaport I am an outreach coordinator from LA trails project. Crystal
springs project is opposed by the Sierra Club; Friends of Griffith Park and the equestrian community.
Mature trees will be destroyed if they are transplanted. I am a licensed contractor and landscaper, and I
know this for a fact. Other plant life will be disrupted and wild life will be disrupted.
Fencing cement dirt will replace natural open spaces that are enjoyed by so many urban dwellers. All
this to accommodate a select few. Griffith Park was designated for the quiet enjoyment of nature and
natural wild life a baseball field hardly qualifies. One can only imagine what two ball field’s will bring.
Additional traffic, noise and debris. The patrolling, the cleanup. It’s just beyond what we can handle
now. There are better alternatives like Atwater than Crystal Springs.
Maria E. Martin: Thank you. I will call the next set of speakers I have Delphine. She does not support the
project she does not wish to speak. Then I have Jerry Moss. Alex Ventura. Eugene Polene. (No
response) do not wish to speak do not support the project. Richard Mayor. Beth Whitaker does not
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support the project. Mark Gregory. Did not indicating whether the project is supported or not.
Catherine Simon provided whether she supports the project. Mike Johnston and Mila Rojas. Go ahead.
Gerry Hans‐I’m Jerry Hans, President of Friends of Griffith Park. Like most people here today we do want
ball fields and we want a balance of recreation in Griffith Park and the local community. Both passive
recreation, and active recreation. As you know Friends of Griffith Park has advocated for ball fields to be
placed in Griffith Park somewhere other than Crystal Springs. Atwater location is currently the only
listed alternative. The picnickers still don’t know about this proposed project. For that reason we asked
BOE to post notices including visual illustrations of the locations of the proposed fields.
We also wanted BOE to reach out to the group picnickers that pay use fees for their family, church and
and corporate picnics that are held annually for their organizations in Crystal Springs. So far we haven’t
seen that done. All of these groups and picnickers should have a voice.
I was quoted in print saying “these are almost sacred picnic grounds” then mocked for going to quite
that extent. But I will stick to that statement. Not in the religious sense but in the sense that Crystal
Springs picnic grounds is such a huge recreational success already. Why would we want to alter it?
Richard Mayer‐Comment Card‐The Committee supports the Atwater location.
Richard Mayer‐Good evening my name is Richard Mayer; I am Chair of CFAC LA (Community Forest
Advisory Committee) and a licensed landscape architect. The committee voted unanimously against the
Crystal Springs location and in favor of the Atwater location. We feel that the significance of the trees
that now exist in Crystal Springs cannot be replaced. Thank you.
Neil L. Drucker: Before you start I apologize, I will not be able to accept any more speaker cards. We are
nearly at the end of our time that we have the auditorium so what we have now will be it. Thank you.
For that I apologize.
Mike Johnstone‐My name is Mike Johnstone I’m Vice‐Chair of Sierra Club Griffith Park section. We love
Griffith Park. I have been hiking and jogging in Griffith Park for 30 years. The Crystal Springs area is one
that has high usage. If you go on the weekend you will see a really large variety of individuals, not only
from the mainstream, but also from minority groups. And, I haven’t seen any figures on usage in the
picnic area as opposed to having baseball diamonds in Crystal Springs. I think on the whole Atwater
would be a much more viable alternative. And also the environmental impact would be substantially less
putting the baseball diamonds in North Atwater. Thank you.
Maria E. Martin: The next speakers are Carolyn West, Clare Darden, Linda Demmers, Laura Howe and
Lucinda Phillips. Go ahead and start.
Carolyn West‐ Carolyn West I just want to state that I am opposed to the ball fields in the Crystal Springs
area on the grounds specified already by the Friends of Griffith Park and Sierra Club. Also, I’d like to
mention that I have over time spoken with a lot of these picnic goers. Who come from the city and
often go back to areas year after year. I’ve talked with somebody that said “well when I was a young boy
our dad brought us to this area and that is why I’m bringing my family now.” One day I was speaking
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with some people like this. And they had their food out and they insisted that I share a little bit of their
picnic that they had cooked out there. And these people aren’t here tonight and they aren’t
represented. And the trees aren’t here and the wild life they get run over on the roads aren’t here.…
Maria E. Martin: Thank you so much. In an effort that we get as many of you to provide your comments,
or opportunity to make your point, I want to remind speakers to only introduce new information. If
someone else has already made your point. Let’s not take the full minute if your points have already
been made.
Clare Darden‐I am Clare Darden, with the Griffith J Griffith Charitable Trust. The trust really cannot
support ball fields in Crystal springs. But we would support the alternate at North Atwater. 49 trees is
much too expensive to do for two ball fields. Actually any trees taken down for ball fields I feel is too
much. So we would hope that North Atwater would be chosen instead. Thank you.
Linda Dimmers‐ Hello I am Linda Dimmers and I’m the President of Los Feliz Neighborhood Council. We
were elected as a neighborhood council we represent 36,000 residents in the Los Feliz area. We are
empowered by the city of Los angles to advise City Council on matters of interest to our stakeholders. As
of today 6 other neighborhood councils have put forward their support for site 1A for the Crystal Springs
ball fields. These six neighborhood councils and us now total 200,200 residents of the city and of that
200,000 residents that equals 59,000 children. But, it is not really about the numbers it’s about common
sense to me. We live in one of the more densely populated areas in the county and we have the most
serious deficit of green space. The defenders of the trees have said once it’s gone you can’t get it back.
That may be true, it may not be true. But, it is definitely true for childhood…Once it is gone you can’t get
it back. I think we owe this to these children. Thank you.
Maria E. Martin: Thank you for your comments
Laura Howe‐Comment Card‐I believe this project is elitist and takes away a free and open space from
families who desperately need it. It also destroys a much important eco‐system.
Laura Howe‐Hello my name is Laura Howe and I represent the Wild Mountains Runners which is a large
several hundred person group. It’s exactly true once children experience in heritage is one of the most
important things. And I run by Crystal Springs on a daily basis and I see hundreds of families. This is the
tree that is going to be torn down. This is the Crystal Springs native sycamore this is a very rare species.
It is so large it can’t even fit on this page. I’ve been an athlete my whole life. Why are we competing?
Why is it one versus the other? I think that BOE should insist that more research being done on I don’t
think any of these alternatives are any good. I can’t imagine why we are choosing this idea that children
should be pitted against generations of hundreds of years of picnickers, not fifty years of picnickers? This
is a blue heron .the blue heron feed. this is a blue heron feeding in the Crystal Springs picnic area you
can actually see him eating a gopher. Once you fence this grade it. They will be using pesticides,
rodenticides. It will be barred. You may even be fined for going into this area which is now free. How
can this be an overall benefit to you…?
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Maria E. Martin: Thank you for your comments.
Lucinda Phillips‐Comment Card‐ I am opposed to ball fields in Crystal Springs. I support ball fields in
North Atwater. I am opposed to the displacement of hundreds of families who picnic and enjoy Crystal
Springs and I am also opposed to the destruction of many trees in the areas.
Lucinda Phillips‐ Hello my name is Lucinda Phillips; I am on the board of The Friends of Griffith Park. I
oppose the ball fields in Crystal Springs for the reasons that have been already stated. Particularly for
the picnickers who enjoy that free recreation right there at the moment. And I think having walked
around there and talked to people nobody knows about this. We’ve tried to let them know. But nobody
knows about this. No posters are up in any language either in English or Spanish or other languages to
inform people that use this on a weekend basis for many generations, for many, many, many children
it’s not just adults, children use this area for picnicking. Thank you.
Maria E. Martin: Thank you. The next speaker is Orky Labrador, then I have Jordan Curts Then I have
Stuart Simon, then I have Lynette Kampe, Ed Ogawa indicated that he had provided comments on this
sheet. (No response) Do you want to speak? (No response) OK thank you. Alison Cohen, Emmy
Goldknopf. OK go ahead proceed please.
Orky Labrador‐Comment Card‐ If Atwater Park is replaced with “baseball” fields, where do the girls in
the community go to play softball? La parks “Raise the Bar” initiative will be damaged in that
community. The girls will have to travel far to play softball.
Orkey Labrador‐My name is Orky Labrador, I am a softball coach at Marshall High School. And for well‐
over twenty years the softball team has used North Atwater Park for practices and games. And by
putting those baseball fields in North Atwater Park I don’t know understand where the girls are going to
play softball? We are going to have to travel to Elysian Valley Park, Bellevue Park; Tommy Lasorda Park,
LA Unified School District has too many budget cuts for us to travel that far and to request those
amounts of buses for our girls to get to parks to play. I completely support the baseball fields at Crystal
Springs. Thank you.
Stuart Simon‐Comment Card‐ the proposal is inappropriate for Griffith Park. The open space should be
preserved. The area is used by many people throughout the year. Alternative should be considered.
Stuart Simon‐Good Evening my name is Stuart Simon I am a native of LA, I grew up in the San Fernando
Valley and frequently use Griffith Park. Today I use Griffith Park for hiking. I opposed the project stated
by many people. Also the Atwater location is a more viable location. One of the reasons that hasn’t been
mentioned today, that someone pointed out to me today. The proposed fields are right on the freeway.
The Atwater fields are across the river from the freeway. The air quality issue of having young people
playing right on the one of the busiest freeways in the United States as opposed to having a buffer zone
across the river is something that should be considered. I think don’t think that it has been adequately
considered? Thank you.
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Lynnette Kampe‐Comment Card‐ I oppose the ball fields at Crystal Springs. Griffith Park belongs to all
residents. The Crystal Springs site is a heavily used picnic area with majestic trees. The Atwater site is
ready for increased use, fewer trees of stature and more accessible for nearby residents by foot in
addition to commuting youth. Thank you for considering this alternative. It is a win‐win for the
picnickers, the ball players and the trees.
Lynnette Kampe‐My name is Lynnette Kampe, I am a member of the Community Forest Advisory
Committee representing Council District 1. I oppose the location of the ball fields in the Crystal Springs
area because of the magnificent trees. I as a Certified Arborist find that it is misleading to suggest that
trees would be relocated. That is not really feasible. They would perish. So the amount of loss of value of
the trees is greater than has been publicly stated. As everyone else has said or many people it is a highly
used multi‐generational picnic area it’s not just a number of tables, it’s the setting, the overall setting.
Our committee does support the location of the construction of baseball fields in the North Atwater
alternative. I would think that the proximity to residential areas would be considered a benefit. Thank
you.
Emmy Goldknopf‐ My name is Emmy Goldknopf I lived in Echo Park and I hike a lot in the park. I oppose
putting the ball fields in Crystal Springs though I do support building ball fields. I think they are
important. I oppose it for many of the reasons that have been mentioned. And particularly, because as it
says here, new parks with athletic fields, courts and other outdoor facilities designed for moderate to
vigorous physical activity should be sited at least 500 feet from a freeway. Crystal Springs area is almost
completely within 500 feet of the freeway. So it’s not going to help kids to give them asthma and things
like that. The Atwater thing is just outside that limited. But it’s still not ideal and as other people pointed
out it has other issues I still support Atwater. I wish those other issues could be mitigated. But I wish we
had more alternatives. Thank you.
Alison Cohen‐ It’s Alison Cohen, Los Feliz Ledger I have so many things I could say wish I had more time.
The first thing to you Mr. Hans I didn’t misquote you I pulled it directly up from your editorial that you
wrote. So, please correct that.
I think what was interesting to me in the draft EIR is if you look carefully at the trees. Each of them
identified.. Many of them are very unhealthy and very sick. In fact of the 45 of the 67 trees studied 45 of
them are compromised or unhealthy. If you have taken the time to look at the dygout (not sure what
was identified here), water sprouts, all sorts of interesting things. I’ve actually spoken to a registered
arborist. Who has indicated that some of these trees are actually a safety and fire hazard. One thing that
is not mentioned in the EIR is that in the executive summary is..It’s really hard to talk to you guys…thank
you. Is that the trees will be mitigated at least two to one. We’ve got some really great trees. Everybody
loves trees but according to a national arborist is not healthy…
Maria E. Martin: Thank you thank you for your comment. If you did not indicate we still have quite a few
cards here. If you did not indicate that you wanted to speak I will not mention your name I’m only going
to those who wanted to speak. And once again let me please remind you that if someone has made your
point please please just indicate that and state your name for the record. We will include those forms
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and you are also welcome to submit more complete comments to me in writing. It is already 7:10 and
we are trying to leave the facility very soon. And we are trying to get in as many of you as possible.
Tim Sullivan, Marlene Vejas, She decided to leave the facility. Mark Vejas, Lisa Stage, Molly McIlvaine,
Kathleen Sulvaty and Patrick Credon
Tim Sullivan‐Hi I’m Tim Sullivan l live in Los Feliz, father AYSO coach and since this is recorded extremely
handsome devil. I am absolutely in support of the ball fields. I am here to talk about two misleading
things in the EIR. One is section 7A. It says that there are over 300 trees in Crystal Springs and yet later in
the report it is actually corrected to 67. I think this is misleading and I want to make sure to go on record
that when this decision comes down it is using the right facts. Section 6A says that more than one
million people use the tables. We are talking about seven picnic tables. If you put eight people there 24
hours a day it’s completely impossible. So I want to make sure that is taken out or at least corrected as it
is just not mathematical unfeasible.
I just want to say to the kids that are here tonight great job kids this is really a great experience for you.
Here’s a great lesson to learn some older people here today. Don’t think they are bad people for not
wanting to give you baseball fields. They may make a bad decision, but they’re not bad people.
And, to Councilman, Tom Lounge’s group I love you. I think you’ve done a great job at Los Feliz. If you
think the fields are good for Los Feliz, it’s good enough for me. I say we put them there. Thank you.
Mollie McIlvaine‐Comment Card filled out without comments
Mollie McIlvaine‐Hi‐I support the fields at Crystal Springs and I’m a mom of two ball players they’re
here. I find the environmental impact report to be completely contradictory and all kinds of confusing.
But my environmental report is that I have to drive three freeways to get my son to ball practice. He
currently practices at Sherman Way and Whitsett.in North Hollywood its Toluca Lake 5 if anybody’s been
there. It’s really lovely, there are homeless people, the bathroom doesn’t work. Their last practice there
were three football practices in the outfield. And this is also that we can drive all this way for him to
play. It is time that this happens everything has been said already. But, we need it here. We need it now.
They were already here. They need to come back. We picnic at every field we play at. If you’ve ever
been to Toluca, We picnic right there. There’s kids playing, the census are low there’s a place for
everybody. People hike around it.
Maria E. Martin: Thank you. Thank you for your comment.
Kathleen Salvaty‐Hi my name is Kathleen Salvaty and I’m the President of The Friends of Franklin
Elementary. It’s a school in Los Feliz and I strongly support the project. I just wanted to build off
Councilman Labonge statement about the park being both natural and active. And I would note that in
that regard this area, this Crystal Springs area there’s a few references in the report to this being a
historic landscape. The Crystal Springs picnic area was excluded from being. .this was not a historical
preserved landscape and so I think the park needs to be dynamic like our city. Our city is changing. Like
Mollie I drive hours every week. Talk about an environmental impact to play baseball so I would like to
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thank Tom Lunt (not sure about this last name) for supporting the project and my strong support.
Thanks.
Mark Vella‐Comment Card‐ Using park for special use excludes large segments of the population; it is
contrary to wishes of the owner who donated the park to the city. Besides, there are plenty of (word not
clear) parks throughout the city to play baseball.
Mark Vela‐Hello my name is Mark Vella and a long‐time resident of the area or use Griffith Park. I
oppose the proposed site and support Atwater. It’s really sad to see the open space converted to
specialized uses and I think it is contrary to the wishes of the donor of this park that the park be enjoyed
for its natural beauty. It’s sad also that the city of LA loses another or proposes to lose another green
space.
Compared to other cities, LA is really lacking. I also think the specialized use result in unavailability of
this project site that is crystal springs to adult populations by in large. Now I’ve lived in this area a long
time and when I use to play baseball. I found no problem playing at Lemon Grove, at Mayberry at Silver
Lake. Out here in Burbank. I question whether there is a dearth of parks or playgrounds for where
baseball can be played. That should be really looked at. Thank you.
Lisa Stege‐Comment Card‐This is taking away more open space for everyone to use and enjoy. We have
lost land that can be shared by all for Autry Museum, and A.E.C, Zoo hospital, min wells, golf
courses...Where will it stop?
Lisa Stege‐My name is Lisa Stege. I grew up using Griffith Park been in the park all my life. I oppose the
Crystal Springs location for many reasons that have been stated previously. I also am very concerned
that reflecting the impact statements you are neglecting the impact of the people currently using the
area. There is a dearth of parking for picnic areas all over the park. If you go around you will find a lot of
curbs painted red so those areas are therefore inaccessible to picnickers. Especially for carrying supplies
to cook or to feed their families. Some of the Public spaces have already been taken away. The Autry has
displaced a lot of public space. Thank you. (Thank you)
We’re going to have to. We only have time for five to ten more speakers. If you have nothing new to add
give that time to someone who may have something new. We appreciate you being here, but once again
we really need to get out of the auditorium at a reasonable time. It’s already 7:15. So indicate if your
comments have already been made. If they have already been made and whether you support or not.
The next speaker will be Joshua Kaufman, then I have Will Baum, Tomas O’Grady, Liz McAlister, and
Dean Bowman. Thank you
Please go ahead and proceed.
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Will Baum‐ I am a Los Feliz dad of an obsessed baseball fan. He didn’t get to play this fall because Toluca
Lake was completely filled. He was first on the waiting list but didn’t get a spot so wish we could be
doing the freeway drives to get him to play. But Crystal Springs is something that I strongly support I’m
concerned about the draft EIR it’s not particularly clear there are contradictions it needs to be read by a
single source. For example on ES1 it states the rule of approximately 33 trees and then by the totals its
45 trees then on ES5 it talks about 49 trees. Decision makers need to have an executive summary that’s
clear without contradictions. So please include that as part of the process.
Maria E. Martin: Thank you
Tomas O’Grady‐I’m the founder and former president of Friends of King Middle School. I just want to
comment about what the previous speaker said about respect. I am not a cyclist yet as motorist and I
understand slowly but surely that we have to give up lanes for cyclist because that is the future of
transportation in the city, at least one mode. Respect for Atwater Village. Atwater village already said
they don’t want the ball fields over in North Atwater. We have to respect their decision we can‘t just
plop the fields over there just because we don’t want them here. And, finally, to the equestrian folks
and the hikers we have to respect other peoples’ sports. I don’t even like baseball. I don’t even
understand the game.
I understand that we have to respect other peoples’ issues and what they want to do. So I strongly
support the ball fields in Crystal Springs. Thank you.
Liz McAlister‐Hi my name is Liz McAllister a long time resident of Echo Park and a park user for quite
some years now. Every time I visit Griffith Park I am amazed at how few people are in the space utilizing
it. I hike in it, I bike in it I do many other things except I don’t own a horse so I can’t use the equestrian
services there. It’s unutilized and I think that bringing the parks to Crystal Springs north would kind of
reinvigorate this park and make it a place where layout and their families want to spend more time. It is
kind of a way of connecting each other across the sprawling city. So I’m in full support of the Crystal
Springs north project. Thank you.
Mark Maceri‐ Hi I’m Mark Maceri I am a father in Los Feliz and baseball coach I am also on Greater
Griffith Park Neighborhood Council. I just want to give you a quote. People are entitled to their own
opinions but they are not entitled to their own facts. Crystal Springs is not going anywhere. It’s seven
picnic tables. Everyone says where are we going to put these picnic tables. Well you see that corner
down on the bottom that’s two empty acres of space with mature trees that are at least thirty feet tall.
And it has no picnic tables. We can park seventy (seventeen) picnic tables there tomorrow. Nobody
would be affected. Nobody would be evicted. That’s a fact not an opinion. It’s there you can do a sit
there and you can park and picnic tomorrow.
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Secondly, I’ve been hearing a lot about trees. In about two weeks we are going to sit down at wooden
table in wooden houses and carve turkey with a wooden knife. And celebrate people that came over on
a wooden ship after we’re done we are going to use a paper towel to wipe the counter, and then a
tissue to blow our nose and maybe a roll of Kleenex a roll of Charmin. You are using paper all the time.
We can live without these trees. They will be replanted. Trees grow.
Maria E. Martin: Thank you. As I indicated we only have time for five more speakers. It’s Robert Menz,
Brooke Menz, DeLAina GalLArdo and Kris Anderson.
Robert Menz‐Hi my name is Robert Menz I’m a Los Feliz resident and parent and softball coach. I am
very much in favor of the Crystal Springs location because I am also a very selfish person. I have a
beautiful little baby here who I want to play softball or baseball, whichever she prefers. So if we get
started in the next year or two maybe when she is five or six she can actually play. So, demographics in
this neighborhood are changing. We are getting a lot more kids, a lot more young families. So this is
almost an inevitability. If it doesn’t happen now it’s gonna happen in five years ten years, but it’s gonna
happen because a lot more kids are moving to the neighborhood. So Robert Menz..Go Irish! Go Volcans
(not clear)
Brooke Menz‐Hi I’m his wife, I’m Brooke Menz. It really like pains me to see so much like tension in this
room. About something that could be such a beautiful thing. One way another I know obviously that
everyone’s not agreeing that’s just politics in general. But I feel like if there’s a way that obviously I am
for it I have a Mets shirt and I’m a baseball fan and I have a little one that I hope can play sports one day
I think it’s great for just child social interaction and obesity. Look at all our fat kids. There are so many fat
kids. It’s something we all need to acknowledge. Kids need to be active. Long story short I just feel like
there is a solution. Crystal springs is what I propose, but I do not think in any way that the Atwater is a
viable option. We’ve hit horses playing there and that’s totally wrong. The other option is totally not
going to happen in my book. I think that it would be a disservice to that location as well as the horses.
I’m a mom that really thinks that this should happen and I wish that everyone could just come together
and if you have disagreements about it let’s try and solve them. Thank you.
Delaina Gallardo‐ Hi my name is Delaina Gallardo, I’m a mom. I am for the baseball fields. First
especially in light I didn’t know that the lower area was just a blank green space where we could move
the picnic tables. That makes a lot of sense to me I think it is a huge park that was given to the city for
everybody to use. We have a huge golf course, two tennis courts. Soccer fields. Hiking, you can hike
anywhere. There so to say that’s the only place you need to hike is untrue. There are equestrian trails
throughout the park. So to take this space and put baseball fields where there where baseball fields
before just makes a lot of sense to me and I ‘m for this project. Thank you.
Greg Brouwer‐Hi my name is Greg Brouwer I’m a baseball dad from Atwater Village. I was telling my dad
about this. And I said yeah there’s this controversial project to build little kids a baseball field. And he
said wait let me get this straight, it’s controversial now to build kids a baseball field. He said What has
happened to my country. That’s what he said. This is not controversial, this is a case of not in my
backyard. I mean you hear everyone here. We all want baseball fields Atwater would be great, yeah
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Atwater, yeah we want baseball fields just in North Atwater. This is not in my backyard. This space isn’t
wild. I take my kid to these fields to throw the ball around several times a week in the afternoon. You
know how many people are using that space? Nobody. Nobody’s there it’s me and him unless there’s a
film crew there sometimes. Unless there is a film crew. The picnic tables, honestly have you tried
picnicking in Griffith Park on a picnic table lately they are filthy like you gotta clean those tables off or
put a tablecloth there and this isn’t about picnic tables come on and wild I love a wild Griffith Park, but
this area isn’t wild it’s been domesticated a long time.
Maria E. Martin: Thank you. Thank you sir
Unidentified speaker approaches the MIC‐I didn’t get called I came in late…I put in a speaker card.
Neil L. Drucker: Unfortunately that’s it we have a lot more speakers and we’ve actually run out of time.
The answer is no unfortunately I can’t just allow him to speak and other folks won’t get to speak it won’t
be fair.
Maria E. Martin: Please put your comments in writing. My contact information is up here. Last speaker
Kris Anderson‐Good evening, my name is Kris Anderson, a teacher, resident and the educational interest
representative of the Los Feliz Neighborhood Council. I’m here to support the Crystal Springs north
location. I want to speak specifically on the EIR and some of its confusion. The draft EIR lists two
different master plans in the draft vision plan. None of which were formally adopted. However, both
architects and land use specialist compiled in 1939 and 1978 plans. In the case of the draft vision plan a
panel of park enthusiasts opted it over a period of seven years ago. It is necessary on these compilers of
the final EIR to look over the vision plan assertions very carefully.
This community and these families need the Crystal Springs north location because they need quality
sports fields. A no option on this EIR, is not an option for us. Thank you.
Maria E. Martin: Thank you very much. Once again this was the last speaker and we do apologize we
have a few people that did not get to speak. We appreciate your coming here. We have your cards. Also
if you did not indicate or write your full comments please do send the comments to me by email or first
class mail and we will see to it that they are entered. We appreciate you coming tonight. Thank you so
much and Good Night.
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COMMENT CARDS OF THOSE WHO DID NOT SPEAK AT MEETING on Nov 20, 2013
Delphine Trowbridge Comment Card‐I think the alternate Atwater is a better choice. GP is very special,
historic park and should be protected and kept as possible. You would not put ball field in Yellowstone.
GP is very special like our National Park (writing not clear)
Robert Torres – I support this for our kids.
Ronald Brusha – this project will not serve the public in the most effective way that Griffith Park is able
to.
Alex Ventura – the Atwater Village Neighborhood Council does not support the placement of the ball
fields in North Atwater Park. We support the placement in Crystal Springs.
I am a resident and business owner. I also represent North Atwater Village for the Atwater Village
Neighborhood Council. I am also the Atwater Village Chamber of Commerce Vice President. I live next to
North Atwater Park. The AVNC 3AVCC supports the placement of those ball fields in Crystal Springs. We
oppose their placement in North Atwater Park. I am personally upset that no city entity or neighborhood
community group has approached our community to inform us of the proposed changes to our park.
Our community will not suffer the loss of our basketball court, the loss of our volleyball court and a
drastic change to our community park. The Atwater Village neighborhood Council will oppose this
proposed change to our park.

Eugene Paulin‐ I think having the baseball fields putting is a bad idea because we need open space for
picnickers. A better place for baseball is in North Atwater Park.
Beth Whittaker‐
1. I am concerned that this project will take multi‐use, well‐used space and designate for use with a
select group.
2. Open, green, park space is precious for our children in this large city.
3. There is an infrequently used baseball field in Crystal Springs already. Can this be modified?
Mark Gregory‐ The freeway took the baseball fields. We need to re‐store the baseball fields. Kids need
exercise!
Catherine Simon‐Providing ball fields for children not only helps our community, but creates a
connection for them with the park, insurant custodians continue from future generation re building
these ball fields must happen.
Mayela M Rojas‐I do not support this project because of the environment. We need more trees.
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Jordan Curts‐ We live in an area with way too many children and not enough facilities. The project has
gone way out of its way to accommodate opposing views.
Ed Ogawa‐Does not support this project but left no comments on his card.
Lihi Shudmi‐I do not support this project‐
Me and my family cherish the Crystal Springs picnic area. There is nowhere in Los Angeles quite like it.
All that open space and all those trees! We meet a group of friends there once a week and have been
for years. It would be a shame to get rid of a spaced that supports such a safe and natural environment
for families.
Felix Martinez‐We need picnic areas more than baseball fields.
Patrick Terrill‐ I am totally opposed to the project. The North Atwater area traffic would be severely
disrupted as quality of life curtailed in North Atwater Village. Yes Crystal Springs. No North Atwater Park.
Karen Udo‐I am totally opposed to this project the one in North Atwater Park. Baseball fields should not
be added in residential neighborhoods due to the noise and traffic it will create. It will severely decrease
the quality of life for residents in the neighborhood.
Marlene Veilla‐
a) I do not support this project because there already exists baseball fields in the park.
b) It is totally contrary to the intent of the creator of Griffith Park. People in LA want to come to
Griffith Park to seek solace, nature, wildlife, etc. Not to hear a band of screaming kids in an already
urbanized park.
Frank Clem‐does not support the project but left no comments on his card.
Judy Rosenberg‐The picnic area is an active one! There is no good reason to remove an active picnic and
recreation area and wonderful tree grove to put in ball fields. There are ball fields in Griffith Park. That
are not being well used. A poor way to spend taxpayers’ dollars.
Rene Navid‐ supports the project but left no comments on the card.
Joseph Garcia‐I support Crystal Springs new baseball fields project.
Patrick Creadon‐Great ball fields help strengthen great communities. I support the project.
Katy Tipton‐ I support Crystal Springs
Heather Kaufman‐ Comment on EIR We support this project.
Joshua Kaufman‐ Comment on EIR. I support ball fields in Crystal Springs.
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Alicia Driscoll & Mark Driscoll‐My son currently goes to Sherman Oaks to play Little League. He is on the
All‐star team but we would love for there to be a local league so we could stay in our neighborhood. This
would be great for the local community. I support this project.
N. Manzo‐Option 3 would be fine with me. We use those picnic tables and so do many other people. I
do not support the project.
Tim O’Hare‐ I fully support this project. Griffith Park should have youth baseball fields to go with all the
other activities it provides for my son will be too old for them when finished. But the community needs
and wants it. Overwhelmingly!
Kay Tornborg‐ Friends of Griffith Park and BCNA‐ I am for kids playing baseball in Griffith Park but I feel
that people of good will should seek out an alternative spot that does not compromise a great and well‐
used picnic spot and doesn’t involve removing trees. In Griffith Park?? What are the planners
thinking??? I do not support this project.
George Grace‐does not support the project but left no comments on card.
Kathyrn Layde‐Against the project / request to read.
Rick Abrams‐ HELP organization‐ didn’t indicate whether he supported the project or not. No comments
left on the card.
Brent Whittlesey‐ American Youth Soccer‐ Did not indicate whether he supported the project or not. No
comments on the card.
Dina Novak‐I do not support this project‐ no comments left on the card.
Joe Cisneros‐I do not support this project‐ no comments left on the card.
Henry Hartus‐ I support this project‐ no further comments on the card.
Melissa Disharoon‐Comment on EIR‐ supports the project.
Jane Harrington‐I support the animals who are not represented here. Children deserve space for
unstructured play. I do not support the project.
Chris Laib‐Did not indicate whether supported the project. No comments on card.
Dee Bowman‐ Did not indicate whether supported the project or did not support the project. No
comments on card.
Jackie Sloan‐The Children’s Ranch Foundation‐I support this project at Crystal Springs location only.
I do not support this project at North Atwater
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Our objection is to the project alternative – North Atwater Park location. The Children’s Ranch offers
therapeutic equestrian programs for kids with special needs on Verdant Street, adjacent to the North
Atwater Park location.
We use the North Atwater Equestrian ring for our therapy programs. This area already has a new
wetlands and a soon‐to‐be constructed equestrian porridge, along with a riding ring, and baseball,
basketball and volleyball fields. Adding a second baseball field is too much. It will threaten the peace
and quiet of the new wetlands (with artists and painters) and the horseback riding ring. It is a challenge
already to horseback ride safely in this equestrian area. A second baseball field will tip the scale, making
it unsafe for our therapeutic riding programs in the North Atwater Equestrian ring. Thank you. We do
support the Crystal Springs locations.
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